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From installing components to tidying your cables, Antony leather teaches you every trick in the book for putting together your own PC.

88 The road ahead
AMD and Intel have made several announcements about key future products and technologies. Edward Chester unpacks what it means for future CPUs and GPUs.

94 Hobby tech
Gareth Halfacree reviews the Blink Smart Camera and new Raspberry Pi Pico W, and also takes a looks at running Linux on the PolarFire SoC Icicle Kit.
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Antony Leather teaches you how to install ducting for your CPU cooler and use a corrector frame to protect your Intel 12th-gen CPU.

107 Retro tech
Stuart Andrews looks back at the Riva TNT, the first graphics chip that really put Nvidia on the PC gaming map.

110 Readers’ drives
An officially sanctioned PC mod by EVGA for NWA rapper Arabian Prince? Sounds serious. Nope, it’s a SpongeBob SquarePants PC.
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